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Exercise Content Index Regular Multiple Nouns (one car - two cars) Exercise 1: Choose the correct plural form for noun exercise 2: fill multiple noun exercise 3: fill multiple noun exercises 4: fill in the plural Noun Exercise Number 5: Fill multiple noun exercises 6 : select the correct plural form for noun ending -f--exercise
7: fill in the correct plural form for noun ending -f(e)- exercise 8 : Fill in the correct plural form for noun ending -o- exercise 9: fill in the correct plural form for noun ending -e- and -s- exercise 10 : fill the correct plural noun ending form y- Irregular plural nouns plural (one person - two people) Regular and irregular plural
nouns multiple nouns (a piece of sugar) whether nouns are counted or incalculable exercises 2 : to decide whether nouns are calculated or incalculable exercises 3: decide whether nouns are counted or incalculable exercises 4 : choose the best word or phrase to complete the exercise space 5: choose the right exercise
sentence 6: choose a calculated or innumerable noun to fill the gap Of counted nouns and countless nouns combined with articles and quantifiers, as some, any, lots and lots of exercises 1 : fill, some, any, how much, how much, many, not so much or not much exercise 2: choose, some, some, some, any, many, many,
lots of exercises 3: choose a lot, many, lot, any, some, a few exercises 4: choose the correct answer theme - verb agreement (Number of people waited for the bus.) exercise 1: make a verb with the subject and choose the correct form of verb exercise 2 : two exercises to practice the subject of a verb-verb agreement 3 :
two exercises to practice the subject-verb agreement of exercise 4: make a verb to agree with the subject and choose the correct verb form of exercise 5: make a verb to agree with the subject and choose the correct form of the verb Pair nouns (a pair of trouser) and group nouns (family, Government) (intermediate)
exercise 1: decide whether the noun is the only or multiple number and choose the correct verb of exercise 2: decide whether the noun is the only or multiple number and choose the correct form of the verb Useful page exercises for a few, few, little and a little exercises to practice much, much and a lot of 3437's
(Apostrophe, genital, possessive) - Exercise 1 3439's (Apostrophe, genitive, possessive) - Exercise 2 3451's (Apostrophe, genital, Possessive) - Exercise 3,3453's (Apostrophe, genitive, possessive) - Exercise 4,3443's or phrases - Exercise 3479 Capitalization nouns - Exercise 3447 Counting and Untold nouns in
English - Exercise 1,3449 Counted and countless nouns in English - Exercise 2 3465 3465 and countless nouns in English - Exercise 3 3471 Counted and countless nouns in English - Exercise 4 3441 Ending -s - nouns or verbs - Exercise 3475 one, one - English - Exercise 1 3477 one, of them - English - Exercise 2
3425 Plural - Crossword 1 3427 Multiple - Crossword 2 3429 Multiple - Crossword 3 3431 Multiple - Crossword 4 3433 Multiple - Crossword 5 3473 Singular Nouns 3415 Singular Nouns in English - Exercise 1 3445 Singular Nouns in English - Exercise 2 3459 Singular nouns in English - Exercise 3 3417 Singular or
plural in English - Exercise 3463 Singular or plural in sentences - Exercise 3467 Special forms plural in English - Exercise 3467 Special forms plural in English - Exercise 34113419 Multiple Noun - Irregular Forms - Exercise 3455 Multiple Noun - Special Forms - Exercise 3421 Countless Nouns in English - Exercise We
Form Multiple Noun With a Single Parrot - Parrot Apple - Apple - Apple Girl - Girls Nouns Ending y if the consonant is written earlier. ----' lolly - lollipop story - stories of strawberries - strawberries, but: boy - boys toy - toy bays - bay nouns, ending ch, x, s, s, o ----'gt; es class - brush classes - brush box - boxes Some
nouns, ending f, fe, lf ----' knife - knife wolf - wolves life - life, but: chiefs, safes, rocks, handkerchiefs Irregular Plural Forms man - male female - female tooth - teeth goose - crow's - oxen - weeds - feet - mouse - mouse baby - people noun identical to zebra deer - deer - Offspring series - series of species - species
Special Plural nouns You can use singular or plural with nouns, as family, class, police, team, army, group, choir, class, club, crew, company, firm, gang, government, orchestra, party, staff, etc. in British English plural is used more often than in American English. If the group acts in unison (as a group), use a special
verb: My family lives in Miami. All members live under the same roof. The team was successful. You see the team as a group. If the group acts individually, use the plural verb: My family lives in cities across Florida. Everyone lives a separate life in another city. The team was successful. You see individual team
members. EXERCISES Regular Multiple Exercise 1Regular Multiple Noun Exercise 2Regular Multiple Noun Exercise 3Irregular Plural Nouns Exercise 1Irregular Plural Nouns Exercise 2Regular and Irregular Multiple Nouns 1Regular and Irregular Multiple Nouns - Multiple Exercise Exercises Selected One or One
ExerciseOne or Ones - Multiple Exercise Exercises test plural nouns used to indicate that there is more than one person, animal, place, thing, or idea. The difference between a single and multiple nouns is simple once you know what to look for. Here we look at special and multiple nouns, providing both exceptional
examples of nouns and examples of multiple nouns that will help you recognize multiple nouns when you see them. What is the multiple noun Response is relatively easy as the grammar goes. Multiple noun is a word that indicates that there is more than one person, animal place, thing, or idea. When you talk about
more than one of something, you use a plural noun. When you write about more than one of nothing, you usually use the same word, just adding s, es, or ies to the end. There are a few exceptions to this rule, but not many - one of the best is that one moose moose, and a group of moose is still moose. Singular and
multiple nouns The difference between singular and multiple nouns is easy to detect. When a noun indicates only one, it is the only noun. When a noun points to more than one, it is plural. Special examples of noun Following sentences contain special examples of noun. The boy had a baseball in his hand. My horse
prefers to wear an English saddle. This cat never seems to get tired of jumping in and out of the box. You stole my idea and didn't give me any credit. Your mom's going to be upset about a broken lamp. It's not hard to grow a tree as long as you give it a lot of water. I can't believe you let your dog stick his head out the
window while you're driving. Examples of multiple nouns The following sentences contain examples of multiple nouns. The boys were throwing baseballs between the bases. Our horses are much happier to wear light English saddles. These cats never seem to get tired of chasing each other in and out of these boxes.
You stole my ideas and didn't give me any credit. Our moms are going to be upset that we don't go to parties all night. It's not too hard to grow trees as long as you provide them with plenty of water. I can't believe you're letting your dogs climb the seats while you're driving. Singular - Plural Nouns Conversion Exercises
Each of the following words in plural: Lady Mountain Tax Taxi Day Answers 1-5: Days of Taxi Ladies Mountain Taxes Choose the correct plural for each of the words that follow: Choicea. Choice b. Choice Box a.Boxs b. Boxies c. Boxes Thiefa.Thiefies a. Thieves c. Thieves c. Army Thieves a.Armys b. Armies c. Army
Owls a.Owls b. C. Owelds Answers: Choose the best word to fit into each of the following sentences: Men sharpened their A - Knife B - Knives C - Knives Please Eat the rest of your Kew. A - pease B - Peas C - Peies I would like you to stop leaving your Kew on the floor. Floor. - Socks B - Sockses C - Sox We've seen a
lot - in the park. A - Deer B - Deeries C - Deer This recipe requires a lot of Kew. A - Tomatoes B - Tomatoes C - Tomaties Answers: Definition: Definition: Noun is part of speech that is used to name a person, place, thing, quality, or action. Examples: Mango, girl, boy, cat, etc. Any name given to a person, belonging,
animal or place is called a noun. Nouns are words used to refer to objects, places, and living things. Some nouns also refer to feelings and emotions. This section of grammar explains English grammar in a clear and simple way. There are examples of suggestions to show how the language is used. Number of noun
exercises for class 5 CBSE with PDF Basics answers there are two types of noun: Single Noun and Multiple Noun. The only noun: When we speak for one person or one thing, we use a noun in a special form. Single means one. Examples: a. A man smokes indoors. B. A group of cows is called a herd. C. Joy is what we
want in our lives. D. Church where Christians worship. E. This chair is made of plastic. In these sentences nouns, group, joy, church and chair are in special forms. Multiple nouns: When we speak for more than one person or one thing, we use a plural noun. Examples: a. Few men stand in line. B. Groups of cows,
returning to their sheds, are not milk cows. C. These chairs are made of plastic. Children should be given proper guidance. E. Keep knives in a safe place. In these sentences, the words of men, groups, chairs, children and knives are plural nouns. Focus on the 'Y' ending. If in a noun, vowel (a, e, i, o, u) comes before Y,
just add 's' to make it multiple form. For example: Toys-toys If in a noun, the consonant comes up to Y, you change it to i and add 'es'. For example: Cry-Cries Focus on 'Ch', 'Sh', 'S' and 'X'endings. We add 'es' to singular nouns, ending in ch, sh, s and x to make them multiple. Singular - Multiple Singular - Multiple Match
- Match - Match Box - Boxes Brush - Brush Gas - Gaza Focus on F or Fe Endings To make multiple singular forms that end with the letters 'f' or 'fe'. We change 'f' or 'fe' to ves. Singular - Plural wife - wife loaf - Loaves Half - Half Thief - Thief- Lives Wolf - Wolves Shelf - Shelves multiple form of some noun as well as
singular form. Singular - Plyura - Sheep (not sheep) Salmon - Salmon Fish - Fish (not fish) Trout - Trout deer - Deer space - Spaceship Focus on More Other Forms. All nouns don't need as s at the end to make them plural. Singular - Multiple man - Male child - Children Bull - Oxen Legs - Legs Tooth - Teeth woman -
women Some nouns always plural. trousers - glasses - - - glasses - jeans - glasses - pants - scissors - tights - binoculars - pajamas - pliers noun sheets for Class 5 with answers Pdf A. Write whether stressed noun is sole or plural. Example: Children went to a meeting. Multiple noun 1. The lake was quiet.
______________________________ 2. The kids went to school. ______________________________ 3. I like to walk. ______________________________ 4. This food was delicious! ______________________________ 5. I play games on a tablet. ______________________________ 6. The dog barked.
______________________________ 7. The couple went to eat. ______________________________ 8. The lion roared. ______________________________ 9. People were talking. ______________________________ 10. The teacher smiled. B. Write a plural noun to complete each sentence. a) Choose from the
word pot below. days - movies - balls - chickens 1. I went with my friends to No 2. How many are in a week? ________________ 3. My teacher R E. handed out No. 4. I went to the zoo to feed Kew (b). Choose from the word pot below. friends - students - glasses - dogs 1. I saw a lot of th in the dog park. 2. Kew
approached the meeting. 3. Ihadtowear to see well. 4. My Kew came to my birthday party. C. For each single noun below, write its plural form. For each plural noun below, write a special form of it. Example: chairs, toys-toys. dog - - house - - boat - - pencil - bushes - - - - shoes - - - - - - - - star - restaurants - - child - book
- book - bone - Pi D. Write, whether the stressed nouns are singular or plural. Example: Five deer approached the man. Two cats went to the house to eat. __________ 2. This woman has a cat. __________ 3. All the students were going to the meeting. __________ 4. Sheep live in packs. __________ 5. This dog is
looking for food in the alley. __________ 6. Two dogs roam the park. __________ 7. I caught three fish on the lake. __________ 8. The school of fish swam deep under the water. - Circle E. Circle the correct plural shape of each noun and write in space provided. Example: My mom brought (chairs/chairs) to the party.
Chairs 1. (home/home) for sale were all inflated prices. __________ 2. The teacher reminded his students to always go to school every day. __________ 3. there were a lot (computer/computers) in the new lab. __________ 4. She bought (camera/camera) for all three of her sisters. - Circle F. Circle of a special form of
each noun, which correctly corresponds to the sentence below. 1. (television/television) was difficult to include. __________ 2. (hours/hours) showed that we were late for school. __________ 3. The Government/Governments have broken their promises. Reader interaction nouns number exercises. noun gender and
number exercises. noun number exercises for class 6. noun number exercises with answers. noun number exercises pdf. noun number exercises for class 4. noun number exercises for class 5. noun number exercises for class 3
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